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				DRAWbridge integrates CAD applications such as AutoCAD, Revit, Plant3D and MicroStation with the leading ECM system Documentum.



		



DRAWBRIDGE FEATURES






				We offer a portfolio of products supporting the engineering processes within your organization. The mostly used products are described here.
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	TAKE A RIDE THROUGH OUR PORTFOLIO
			Sign up and we’ll take you for a ride through our portfolio of products. If you provide us with your requirements, we will customize the tour accordingly. This is all free of charge and without further obligations.
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Your CAD data is stored in silos


making it inaccessable to your users
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Project managers, purchasing, construction


and many more stakeholders need this crucial information
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Our Plug-and-Play solution:


removes these walls between CAD and Documentum
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CAD data now floats freely


throughout your enterprise to all stakeholders
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No change management


You just keep on working the way you’re used to
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Your CAD data is stored in silos making it inaccessable to your users
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Project managers, purchasing, construction and many more stakeholders need this crucial information
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Our Plug-and-Play solutions remove these walls between CAD and Documentum
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CAD data now floats freely throughout your enterprise to all stakeholders
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No change management. You just keep on working the way you’re used to.










Saving millions on corrective actions
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With features boosting your productivity:











Automated rendition generation
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PDF, TIFF and DFW(x) renditions are automatically created on-the-fly as well as a part of a workflow or a lifecycle step.

We re-use your configuration files (plot and pen tables, style files etc.) securing your best practices and standards.

Using the native CAD rendition drivers to get the best result.











Manages the version of the master and its linked files
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Electronic drawings and 3D models can be very complex, consisting of hundreds of files and parts linked to it for referencing.

To make it even more complex, these files are dynamic; they change over time by a team editing these files on-the-fly.

Our solution handles these changes by managing the versions of each linked file, using the comprehensive versioning capabilities of Documentum.











Automated title block synchronization
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As the title block is a reflection of the metadata stored with the electronic drawing, it is crucial that it always contains the most current information.

We support the bi-directional synchronization either on-the-fly as well as a part of a workflow and/or lifecycle.

In fact, we support multiple title blocks. We automatically update the title block before generating a rendition, thus ensuring that it contains the latest information.











Advanced search features
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The comprehensive search capabilities of Documentum are included in our software, meaning that all features are available within the CAD application.

The search can be refined at a granular level and stored for others to use.

On top of that, all users can perform full-text searches based on text information stored in your 3D model and electronic drawings. Searching for the right CAD file has never been easier.











Review and approval made easy
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Documentum offers best-in-class workflow and lifecycle capabilities making (complex) review and approval processes easy to set up and execute.

With our software CAD authors have direct access to these capabilities from within the CAD application.

On top of that, we provide accurate renditions and integration with leading viewing and mark-up tools for non-CAD users.











A compliant and controlled environment
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On one hand you want to give all users easy access to do their job and on the other hand, you want to make sure that the results of their actions are compliant to fast-changing regulations.

Documentum automatically applies rules and content policies to ensure conformance with best practices and compliance requirements.

With our software your CAD data lives in the same compliant and controlled environment.











With features boosting productivity:
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Automated rendition generation


PDF, TIFF and DFW(x) renditions are automatically created on-the-fly as well as a part of a workflow or a lifecycle step.

We re-use your configuration files (plot and pen tables, style files etc.) securing your best practices and standards.

Using the native CAD rendition drivers to get the best result.
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Manages the version of the master and its linked files


Electronic drawings and 3D models can be very complex, consisting of hundreds of files and parts linked to it for referencing.

To make it even more complex, these files are dynamic; they change over time by a team editing these files on-the-fly.

Our solution handles these changes by managing the versions of each linked file, using the comprehensive versioning capabilities of Documentum.
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Automated title block synchronization


As the title block is a reflection of the metadata stored with the electronic drawing, it is crucial that it always contains the most current information.

We support the bi-directional synchronization either on-the-fly as well as a part of a workflow and/or lifecycle.

In fact, we support multiple title blocks. We automatically update the title block before generating a rendition, thus ensuring that it contains the latest information.
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Advanced search features


The comprehensive search capabilities of Documentum are included in our software, meaning that all features are available within the CAD application.

The search can be refined at a granular level and stored for others to use.

On top of that, all users can perform full-text searches based on text information stored in your 3D model and electronic drawings. Searching for the right CAD file has never been easier.
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Review and approval made easy


Documentum offers best-in-class workflow and lifecycle capabilities making (complex) review and approval processes easy to set up and execute.

With our software CAD authors have direct access to these capabilities from within the CAD application.

On top of that, we provide accurate renditions and integration with leading viewing and mark-up tools for non-CAD users.
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A compliant and controlled environment


On one hand you want to give all users easy access to do their job and on the other hand, you want to make sure that the results of their actions are compliant to fast-changing regulations.

Documentum automatically applies rules and content policies to ensure conformance with best practices and compliance requirements.

With our software your CAD data lives in the same compliant and controlled environment.








Let BTM Software boost your productivity





AT LEAST +30% PRODUCTIVITY


Always the right versions of the master model and its linked components. Enhancing your best-practices on-the-fly. Automated publishing, tag extraction, title block synchronization.
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ROI IN LESS THAN 3 MONTHS


Rapid deployment and implementation within 2 days. No training involved: Earn back your investment from day one. Re-use the existing infrastructure and (human) resources. Plug in the modules and reap the benefits.
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ZERO CHANGE MANAGEMENT


Work as if there was no change: Re-use your best-practices and standards. No limitations in application functionality. All familiar tools are at your disposal, including a portfolio of extra tools to make you even more productive.
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ZERO CHANGE MANAGEMENT


Work as if there was no change: Re-use your best-practices and standards. No limitations in application functionality. All familiar tools are at your disposal, including a portfolio of extra tools to make you even more productive.
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DRAWbridge boosts your productivity
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AT LEAST +30% PRODUCTIVITY


Always the right versions of the master model and its linked components. Enhancing your best-practices on-the-fly. Automated publishing, tag extraction, title block synchronization.
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ROI IN LESS THAN 3 MONTHS


Rapid deployment and implementation within 2 days. No training involved: Earn back your investment from day one. Re-use the existing infrastructure and (human) resources. Plug in the modules and reap the benefits.
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ZERO CHANGE MANAGEMENT


Work as if there was no change: Re-use your best-practices and standards. No limitations in application functionality. All familiar tools are at your disposal, including a portfolio of extra tools to make you even more productive.
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Decades of experience on a secure ECM platform





100% SECURE DOCUMENTUM CLOUD
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Documentum as the proven leader in ECM software offers a solid and comprehensive platform for your content. On top of that, OpenText, the owner of Documentum, is 100% dedicated to deliver the utmost secure environment for your sensitive content using the latest cloud technology.




DELIVERING AWARD WINNING SOFTWARE
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The founders of BTM Software have more than 35 years of experience delivering engineering solutions and more than 2 decades of engineering product development experience on top of Documentum. This solid experience resulted in prestigious awards for 3 consecutive years.
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Documentum as the proven leader in ECM software offers a solid and comprehensive platform for your content. On top of that, OpenText, the owner of Documentum, is 100% dedicated to deliver the utmost secure environment for your sensitive content using the latest cloud technology.
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The founders of BTM Software have more than 35 years of experience delivering engineering solutions and more than 2 decades of engineering product development experience on top of Documentum. This solid experience resulted in prestigious awards for 3 consecutive years.







Our flagship – DRAWbridge boosts your productivity
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The bridge between CAD and Documentum


DRAWbridge integrates CAD applications such as AutoCAD, Revit, Plant3D and MicroStation with the leading ECM system Documentum. 20 years ago, we started with the integration of drawings. Our development today follows the market trends integrating 3D models of the leading design tools providers. For more information, please, visit our FEATURES section.


DRAWBRIDGE FEATURES





Satellite products


We offer a portfolio of products supporting the engineering processes within your organization. The mostly used products are described here.



SATELLITE PRODUCTS







OUR FLAGSHIP


DRAWbridge boosts your productivity
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Take your free guided DRAWbridge tour
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Take a ride through our portfolio


Sign up and we’ll take you for a ride through our portfolio of products. If you provide us with your requirements, we will customize the tour accordingly. This is all free of charge and without further obligations.
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Take a ride through our portfolio
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×FREE GUIDED DRAWBRIDGE TOUR

DRAWbridge boosts your productivity


	
AT LEAST +30% PRODUCTIVITY



	
ROI IN LESS THAN 3 MONTHS



	
ZERO CHANGE MANAGEMENT



	
100% SECURE DOCUMENTUM CLOUD



	
BIM & DIGITAL TWIN READY
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Phone

Please, submit your contact information.





	Your name *
	
					




	Your email address *
	
					




	Your phone number *
	
					




	Your country / state *
	
					






	Your message
	
		
			







	




	















×FREE BIM WEBINAR

DRAWbridge is BIM ready


Building Information Modelling is more than a 3D model. True, but let’s not forget that the basis of BIM IS a 3D model or even a 2D schematic drawing. BTM Software products were BIM ready from the beginning, supporting the major CAD applications in this area, such as Revit and other Autodesk products.
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Company

Please, submit your contact information.





	Your name *
	
					




	Your email address *
	
					




	Your phone number *
	
					




	Your country / state *
	
					






	Your message
	
		
			







	




	















×FREE DITIAL TWIN WEBINAR

DRAWbridge is Digital twin ready


Digital twins require accurate CAD information describing the asset you are trying to manage. This crucial information needs to be available throughout your entire organization at the highest security level possible. Documentum and BTM Software offer this the best way possible.
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Order Number

Please, submit your contact information.





	Your name *
	
					




	Your email address *
	
					




	Your phone number *
	
					




	Your country / state *
	
					






	Your message
	
		
			







	




	















×FREE CLOUD SECURITY WEBINAR

DRAWbridge is Cloud secure


Documentum as the proven leader in ECM software offers a solid and comprehensive platform for your content. On top of that, OpenText, the owner of Documentum, is 100% dedicated to deliver the utmost secure environment for your sensitive content using the latest cloud technology.
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Web Site

Please, submit your contact information.





	Your name *
	
					




	Your email address *
	
					




	Your phone number *
	
					




	Your country / state *
	
					






	Your message
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